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according as P is within or without the finite' space enclosed by the surface S. The plus sign is given to 4wV8 because we are integrating throughout the space on the side "of S opposite to P, a,nd dn is therefore measured towards P.
Lastly let us place on the surface S a thin layer of matter
1  dV
whose surface density/' is given by p" = -—— where dn' is
measured outwards from the finite space enclosed by 8. Let V". be the potential of this layer at P, then
r'          *7rn   r
In the equation (16), when P is internal dn is measured inwards and therefore  dn = — dn'i  when P is external dn = dri.    That equation therefore becomes
V,-V" = Vlt or F" = Fa ............... (17),
according as P is internal or external.    We deduce the three theorems enunciated in the next article.
156. Let S be a level surface of an attracting system. Let a thin layer of attracting matter be placed on the surface S such that its surface density p" at any point Q is given by the equation
3V
—     ........................ (18><
where V is the potential at Q due to the attracting system, and dn' is measured positively outwards from the finite enclosed space.
(1)    The potential of the layer at any point P, external to the level surface S, is equal to the potential at the same point of that portion of the attracting system which is within S.
(2)    The potential of the layer at any point P internal to S, increased by the potential at the same point of that portion of the attractiog system  which  is  external  to  8} is  constant  for all positions of P, and is equal to the potential  V8 of the whole attracting system at the level surface 8.
(3)    The whole mass of the stratum is Jp"da-, and by Gauss' theorem, this is equal to the mass of that portion of the attracting system which is inside S.
If the surface S encloses all the attracting system, the second theorem asserts that the potential of the layer at all internal points is constant and equal to that of the " attracting system at the level surface S.

